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Abstract: This paper reviews several basic emission properties of the UV emission lines observed
in the spectra of quasars and type-1 active galactic nuclei, mainly as a function of the ionization
parameter, metallicity, and density of the emitting gas. The analysis exploits a general-purpose
4D array of the photoionization simulations computed using the code CLOUDY, covering ionization
parameter in the range 10−4.5–10+1.0, hydrogen density nH ∼ 107–1014 cm−3, metallicity Z between
0.01 and 100 Z, and column density in the range 1021–1023 cm−2. The focus is on the most prominent
UV emission lines observed in quasar spectra, namely NVλ1240, SiIVλ1397, OIV]λ1402, CIVλ1549,
HeIIλ1640, AlIIIλ1860, SiIII]λ1892, and CIII]λ1909, and on the physical conditions under which
electron-ion impact excitation is predicted to be the dominant line producer. Photoionization
simulations help constrain the physical interpretation and the domain of applicability of spectral
diagnostics derived from measurements of emission line ratios, reputed to be important for estimating
the ionization degree, density, and metallicity of the broad line emitting gas, as well as the relative
intensity ratios of the doublet or multiplet components relevant for empirical spectral modeling.
Keywords: atomic processes; UV spectroscopy; ionized gas; broad line region
1. Introduction
Quasar Spectra: Emission from Mildly Ionized Gas
The spectra of active galactic nuclei (AGN)1 can be easily recognized by the presence of broad
and narrow optical and UV lines emitted by mildly-ionized species over a wide range of ionization
potential χ. For an introduction to the AGN spectra and their interpretation in terms of nebular
physics, see, e.g., [1–3] and the references therein. Restricting attention to broad lines, type-1 AGN
1 We will use “quasar” as an umbrella term for type-1 AGN (i.e., with broad lines of full-width half-maximum
FWHM & 1000 km s−1) or, whenever specified, to indicate type-1 AGN of high luminosity.
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spectra invariably show the same high ionization (HILs, χ & 40–50 eV) and low ionization lines
(LILs, χ . 20 eV). Broad HILs encompass CIVλ1549, HeIIλ1640, and HeIIλ4686 as representative
specimens. Broad LILs include HI Balmer lines (Hβ, Hα), MgIIλ2800, the CaII IR triplet, and FeII
features. Additionally, several lines observed in the UV spectra are associated with parent ionic species
whose χ is in between≈20 and 40 eV (intermediate ionization lines (IILs)). Representative intermediate
ionization lines are CIII]λ1909, SiIII]λ1892, and AlIIIλ1860 in a blend around 1900 Å.
Even if the optical and UV emission lines are the same, their relative intensities and profiles change
in a systematic way, what has become known as the quasar main sequence (MS) [4–6]. The trends
of the main sequence in turn provide systematic constraints on the physical conditions of the line
emitting gas [7–9], as well as on several multifrequency properties, including radio-loudness (see [10]
for a recent review). The MS has been instrumental to the interpretation of two important results.
First, a most important trend along the MS involves the prominence of a wind/outflow component
in the profiles of the optical and UV lines [7,11–13], whose amplitude is affected by the source
Eddington ratio and luminosity [14–16]. The outflow is associated with an excess of blue-shifted
HIL emission with respect to Hβ and other LILs. Attempts to account for it have involved line
profile multicomponent modeling, in which a blueshifted excess is added to a symmetric, virialized
component emitting most of the LILs (e.g., [7,17,18]).
Second, the view of the physical conditions of broad line emitting gas has changed considerably in
the last decade, thanks especially to the results of reverberation mapping and to the realization of the
importance of FeII emission [19]. The emitting region radius was found to be a factor of 10 smaller than
previously thought [20,21]. The smaller distance of the emitting gas from the central continuum source
has important implications for the physical conditions of the gas; the conventional view of the broad
line region (BLR) as a system of an emitting cloud characterized by typical densities nH ∼ 109 cm−3
and column density Nc = 1023 cm−2 may be only partially valid, as it is unable to account for the strong
FeII emission in quasars [22,23]. Higher densities are needed to maintain the ionization parameter,
within reasonable limits. It is now accepted that the bulk of the low ionization lines requires high
column density, high particle density, low ionization degree, and high metallicity [8,9,24].
In this paper, we focus our attention on the UV rest frame spectrum of type-1 AGN, and we
first provide a summary description of the main emission features that are also the main providers
of dynamical and diagnostic information on high redshift quasars [25] (Section 2). We then present
an overview of the behavior of the most prominent emission lines as a function of the ionization
parameter and density with special attention to the emission mechanism and electron-ion collisional
excitation, which is expected to be the dominant mechanism for line emission. Computations are
summarized in Section 3, and the results are presented in the form of 2D slices of the 4D parameter
space (nH, U, Z, Nc) in Section 4. Several applications are briefly discussed in Section 5.
2. The UV Emission Lines
The spectral range between ≈1230 and 1950 Å can be subdivided into four regions, each of them
associated with a prominent emission blend: (1) the Lyα + NV blend; (2) the 1400 blend, made by the
SiIV doublet and the OIV]λ1402 multiplet; (3) the HIL blend CIV + HeIIλ1640; and (4) the blend at
1900 made predominantly by IILs. The main constituents of the four blends are listed below.
• The Lyα + NVλ1240 blend: The χ of the NVλ1240 parent ionic species ≈ 78 eV is the highest















sodium isoelectronic configuration, 1s22s22p63s1). The creation ionization potential of Si3+ is
much lower, ≈34 eV, than the one of N+4. The OIV]λ1402 inter-combination multiplet is due to
transitions between a 4P term and 2Po term where the first term is at 0.04785 eV above ground
level, with critical densities in the range nc ≈ 2× 1010–6× 1011 cm−3 [27,28];
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) and is again emitted
by a transition in the lithium isoelectronic configuration. The parent ionic species has an ionization
potential of ≈50 eV. HeIIλ1640 is emitted via 3d 2D→ 2p 2 P o, which corresponds to a transition
between two very high energy levels above the ground state (48 and 40 eV). The HeIIλ1640 line is
blended with the red side of CIV, and the two lines are often measured together [29].
• The blend at λ1900 Å is due, in most part, to the AlIIIλ1860 doublet and to the SiIII]λ1892 and






) in the sodium isoelectronic
configuration, while SiIII] and CIII] are due to inter-combination transitions (3Po1 →1S0) with
widely different critical densities (≈2 × 1012 cm−3 and ≈3.2 × 109 cm−3, respectively; [18]).
The parent ionic species imply ionization potentials 20 . χi . 30 eV, intermediate between the
ones of the LILs and of the HILs; χi & 40–50 eV.
3. Photoionization Computations
Photoionization simulations require inputs in terms of several parameters that allow defining the
ionization and level populations along with electron temperature and optical thickness as a function
of the geometrical depth in a cloud (a slab) of emitting gas. The geometry we assumed is open,
plane parallel, meaning that a slab of emitting gas is exposed to a radiation field only on one side.
The input provided for a full computation of the emitting gas state, and hence for the prediction of the
emission line intensities, includes the following parameters:








, where Q(H) is the number of ionizing
photons and rBLR the distance between the continuum source and the line emitting gas, provides
the ratio between the hydrogen-ionizing photon and the hydrogen number density;
• the hydrogen density nH;
• the metallicity Z;
• the quasar spectral energy distribution (SED);
• the column density Nc;
• a micro-turbulence parameter [8].
It is a six-dimensional parameter space that is customarily not explored in full in photoionization
computations. Here, we will consider trends in nH, U, Z, Nc, assuming zero micro turbulence and
a typical AGN SED as parameterized by [30]. The SED is appropriate for luminous type-1 AGN,
radiating at a moderate Eddington ratio [31].
The code CLOUDY is designed to model environments that range from the low density limit to
thermodynamic equilibrium [32,33]. CLOUDY models the ionization, chemical, and thermal state of
gas exposed to a radiation field and predicts its emission spectra and physical parameters. In CLOUDY,
collisional excitation and radiative processes typical of mildly ionized gases are included, at the expense
of the radiation transfer, which is treated via a mean escape probability formalism. Maps are built on
arrays of 667 simulations of the CLOUDY 13.05 and 17.02 photoionization models for a given metallicity
Z and Nc, with n and U evaluated at steps of 0.25 dex covering the ranges 7 ≤ log nH ≤ 14 cm−3,
−4.5 ≤ log U ≤ 0. They were repeated for 12 values of the metallicity, in the range 0.01 Z–100 Z.
Three values of Nc were considered log Nc = 21, 22, and 23 cm−2. The macro trends described in the
isophotal contours representing (U, nH) slices of the parameter space and presented in Section 4 were
validated by the use of both CLOUDY 13.05 and 17.02.
4. Results
4.1. Trends with the Ionization Parameter and Density
The left panels of Figure 1 show the total intensity relative to Hβ of the NV, SiIV, CIV, and
AlIII doublets, for logNc = 23 (cm−2), and solar metallicity, as a function of the ionization parameter
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and hydrogen density.2 The four lines show behaviors that are qualitatively similar. The dominant
excitation mechanism for optically-thick lines is expected to be provided by electron-ion collisions,
a process briefly summarized in Appendix A. To ascertain the range of parameters over which





where the sum is done for j = 1, 2 for the doublets. Only j = 1 is considered for HeIIλ1640,
CIII], and SiIII]. The ratio Rc is shown as a function of nH and U, for two metallicity cases, 1Z and
20Z for the various doublets, for HeIIλ1640, and for the semi-forbidden lines in Figures 1–3. Figure 1
shows that collisional excitation is by far the dominant mechanism for the formation of the CIV doublet
over a very broad range of ionization parameters and density, with Rc becoming significantly less
than one for log U . −4 and log U & 0.5. Considering, for example, a very low ionization case
(log U, log nH) = (−4.0, 12), the dominant ionization stages of carbon change from triply to singly
ionized. At such low U, the CIV line is extremely weak, and its emission is sustained by collisional
excitation only close to the illuminated face of the cloud. At log U ∼ −4, the dominant emission
mechanism is provided by continuum pumping.
At high U, the collisional excitation remains the main contributor, Rc & 0.5, but the dominant
ionization state is four-times-ionized carbon, making the CIV line weak. The behavior of Rc and of Te
as a function of U is shown in Figure 4. When the radiation field is intense, continuum pumping can
be a formation mechanism for the high excitation lines like CIV. At log U & 0, continuum pumping
accounts for the missing fraction in the line excitation.
At high nH, Rc can be larger than one if Z is high (regions in yellow/pale green in the isophotal
contour maps of Figure 1). The line may be radiatively excited via fluorescent excitation by the incident
continuum and then collisionally deexcited. This process tends to thermalize the line and to heat the
gas. It is especially relevant at high density and a high ionization parameter.
For the Z = 20Z cases, Rc starts to drop at higher U. The parameters log U & 0 and Te & 1× 105
K may imply that the photoionization solution is thermally unstable. The higher metal abundances
(especially at high density where collisions are most efficient) provides an efficient cooling, lowering
Te and stabilizing the emitting gas against a thermal runaway at high U (Figure 4).
The behavior of Rc for SiIV and NV in the plane log U, lognH is substantially analogous to that of
CIV (second row of Figure 1). Collisional excitation ceases to be effective at very high and low values of
the ionization parameter for Z = 1Z. The main differences are related to the different χ of the parent
ions and to the difference in excitation potential. Given the assumed SED [30] that peaks at a few
tens of eV, the higher the ionization potential of any ionic species above 40 eV, the fewer the ionizing
photons will be. NVλ1240 (top row Figure 1) is the line with the highest χ and excitation potential
and understandably becomes extremely faint at higher U than the other lines: below log U ≈ −3.25,
it is exceedingly fainter with respect to the intensity of Hβ. In the Z = 20Z case (rightmost panel of
Figure 1, second row), the relative intensity remains high and the collisional excitation the exclusive
excitation mechanism up to log U ∼ 1. This effect is seen for all the three lines, NV, CIV, and SiIV,
emitted by ionic species of higher ionization potential.
2 We included very low levels of relative intensity in Figure 1 and in the following ones showing isophotal contours.
However, levels at ∼10−11 of relative intensity are clearly not detectable and also hardly predictable with good precision.
An appropriate range of the intensity ratio is 10−3 . Line/Hβ . 103. Outside of this range, either the line in consideration
or Hβ would be too faint to be detected with commonly used instruments.
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Figure 1. Leftmost panels: the decimal logarithm of the ratio between resonance emission lines and
Hβ as a function of ionization parameter U and hydrogen density nH, from arrays of 667 simulations
from CLOUDY 17.02. From top to bottom: NV, SiIV, CIV, AlIII. Middle and right panels: the ratio of
collisional excitation emission to the total line emission, again as a function of ionization parameter U
and hydrogen density nH. Middle: Z = 1Z; right: Z = 20Z.
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Figure 2. Left panel: the decimal logarithm of the ratio between HeIIλ1640 and Hβ as a function of
ionization parameter U and hydrogen density nH, computed as in the previous figure. Middle and right
panels: the ratio of collisional excitation emission to total line emission for the HeIIλ1640 line, again as
a function of ionization parameter U and hydrogen density nH. Left: Z = 1Z; right: Z = 20Z.
Figure 3. The decimal logarithm of the ratio between intercombination emission lines and Hβ
as a function of ionization parameter U and hydrogen density nH, as in the previous figures.
Left: SiIII]/Hβ; right: CIII]/Hβ.
Figure 4. Left panel:the intensity ratio CIV/Hβ as a function of the logarithm of the ionization
parameter, for nH= 109 cm−3, for Z = 1Z (black dots) and Z = 20Z (grey dots), assuming log Nc =
23 (cm−2). Right: average electron temperature (blue) over the radius of the CIV emitting zone in the
gas slab and Rc of CIV (black) as a function of the logarithm of the ionization parameter, for Z = 1Z
and the same Nc and nH. Cyan circles show Te and grey ones Rc for Z = 20Z.
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The case of the IIL AlIII is essentially analogous (Figure 1, bottom row) to the ones of the HILs,
and the same trends are well visible. However, there are important differences. The AlIII line is
weaker at lower densities and, at the high densities expected for broad line emission, becomes very
weak at log U . 0, whereas the HILs in Figure 1 remain strong. Collisional excitation remains the
dominant excitation mechanism up to ionization parameters log U . −0.5, much lower than that of
the HILs. At log U & 0, the AlIII intensity is very low or almost nil. The weakness of the AlIII line at
relatively modest U ∼ −0.5 has important consequences in the interpretation of quasar spectra (briefly
summarized in Section 5). In the case of Z = 20Z (rightmost panel of Figure 1, bottom row), the
AlIII behavior is more similar to the ones of the higher ionization lines. At high nH (≈1× 1012 cm−3),
Rc remains & 0.5 up to log U ≈ 0.75.
The computations for HeIIλ1640 (Figure 2) confirm the expectation of a negligible role of
collisional excitation, although at very high density (log nH ∼ 1013–1014 cm−3) and relatively high U
(log U ∼ −0), the contribution of collisional excitation can apparently reach Rc ≈ 0.1− 0.2.
The intensity of the SiIII] inter-combination line (an IIL) with respect to Hβ shows a clear
dependence on density (Figure 3, leftmost panel) for low and moderate values of U. While the
line is emitted most efficiently at relatively low density (nH ∼ 109−10 cm−3), the line remains strong
also at high density (nH ∼ 1012 cm−3). On the high ionization side of Figure 3, the line becomes
undetectable for log U & 0. The CIII] behavior in the plane (U, nH) is influenced by the much lower
critical density at low U; the area of most efficient emission is centered at log nH ∼ 108. In the region of
Figure 3 expected for the low ionization part of the BLR, the CIII] intensity should be .0.1 Hβ, barely
detectable if at all [18]. Note however the parameter region at high ionization (log U ∼ −0.5) extended
up to high density where the CIII] line remains strong with respect to Hβ.
Collisional excitation is conventionally expected to be dominant for both CIII] and SiIII]: CLOUDY
13.05 results imply Rc ≈ 1, although CLOUDY 17.02 predicts Rc ≈ 0.5 for Z = 1Z and Z = 20Z in the
parameter region where the lines are emitted efficiently. The lower values obtained by CLOUDY 17.02
are likely to be associated with the modest optical depth of the two lines, and to a different treatment
of collisional excitation for some inter-combination lines.
4.2. Dependence on Metallicity
Figure 5 shows the behavior as a function of log Z for the ratio Rc for a typical low ionization
(−2.5, 12) and high ionization case (0, 9), meant to be representative of the virialized, low ionization
and of the high ionization outflow sub-regions revealed by the emission line profiles. Above solar
metallicity, collisional excitation accounts for most (Rc & 0.9) or all line emission save in the case of NV
at low ionization. In the high ionization case, AlIII shows Rc values that are less than 0.5 up to Z ≈ 5Z.
In this domain, however, the AlIII line is very weak. Since Rc is related to the line intensity, in the sense
that Rc differs significantly from one only if the line is weak with respect to Hβ, Figure 5 implies a
dependence on Z of the AlIII/Hβ and NV/Hβ intensity ratio in the high ionization case. Intensity
ratios involving AlIII and NV have been indeed used as Z diagnostics for quasars [34–36].
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Figure 5. Left panels: the decimal logarithm of the intensity of CIV relative to Hβ (black circles, •),
AlIII (blue, •), SiIV (cyan, •), and NV (magenta, •) as a function of metallicity Z in solar units; the
lower panel shows the same trend for the HeIIλ1640 line (yellow, •). Right panels: the dependence of
the ratio collisional emission over total line intensity Rc for CIV on metallicity, with the same meaning
of the symbols. Top panel: low ionization case; bottom: high ionization case.
4.3. Dependence on Column Density and on Optical Depth
The CIV and AlIII intensities relative to Hβ and the ratio Rc as a function of column density Nc
are reported in Table 1, assuming Z = 1Z. In the high ionization case (0, 9), CIV remains strong
at all Nc values, and the contribution of collisional excitation increases steadily with Nc. The AlIII
doublet is predicted to be always faint in this case. In the low ionization case (−2.5, 12), a significant
decrease in the collisional excitation is seen only for logNc = 21 (cm−2). Values of Nc much higher
than logNc = 23 (cm−2) are likely for the low ionization part of the broad line region [8,9], but it is
expected that both CIV and AlIII will remain strong, with Rc close to unity.
Table 1. Intensity and collisional excitation as a function of column density.
logNc Parameter High Low
CIV AlIII CIV AlIII
23 I/I(Hβ) 20.45 0.01 9.27 0.79
23 Rc 1.01 0.26 1.00 0.99
22 I/I(Hβ) 3.91 . . . 9.46 0.81
22 Rc 0.90 . . . 1.00 0.99
21 I/I(Hβ) 6.04 . . . 14.69 1.11
21 Rc 0.34 . . . 0.46 0.58
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The ionization structure of the line emitting gas slab is such that the highest ionization occurs
close to the illuminated face of the slab (Figure 6; the slab column density has been set to a large value
to analyze the ionization degree over a large range of depths) and that the highest ionization lines are
also emitted more efficiently closer to the illuminated face than other lines (cf. NV and AlIII). The AlIII
and SiIII] lines can be efficiently emitted in the outer part of the fully ionized zone (FIZ), where there is
the highest fraction of the parent ionic species. If the column density decreases, the slab may become
optically thin in the HI ionizing continuum, and the AlIII and SiIII] lines may not be emitted at all or
at least greatly reduced. In the low ionization case, the region where the parent ionization species is
present may be progressively eaten away as Nc decreases. In the high ionization case (0, 9), we expect
minimal emission from SiIII], AlIII, and SiIV, as there is only a tiny region at the end of the FIZ that
makes possible efficient emission of these lines (right panel of Figure 6).
Figure 6. Ionization degree as a function of depth h in the illuminated slab of emitting gas, exposed from
the left side to the radiation field. Left panel: low ionization case; right panel: high ionization case.
Electron-ion collisions are expected to be the dominant contributor to optically thick resonance
lines. For log Nc = 23 (cm−2) and Z & 1Z, all lines considered here are optically thick, with the
minimum τ for the inter-combination lines. The optical depth is however dependent on Nc (low at
low Nc), as well as on the ionization state. Figure 6 implies that for CIV, the depth is much higher at
high ionization, as the column density of the parent ionic species is much larger than in the case of low
ionization. This remains true up to the point where the Nc of the parent ionic species remains large.
At high ionization, the lines become less optically thick (Figure 7), and an important contribution is
provided by continuum pumping. The optical depth of the lines also increases with Z, being just
τ ∼ 10–102 for Z ≈ 0.01Z, and reaching τ & 107 for Z & 1Z in the high ionization case and
τ & 103–104 in the low ionization case.
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Figure 7. Line optical depth τ of CIV (blue and cyan) and AlIII (red and orange) as a function
of the ionization parameter U, for Z = 1Z (blue and red) and 20 Z (cyan and orange),
assuming lognH = 9 cm−3.
5. Discussion
5.1. BLR Physical Conditions Along the Quasar Main Sequence
Several intensity ratios introduce more or less well-defined constraints on the ionization,
metallicity, and density of the emitting gas, as summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Spectral diagnostics.
Intensity Ratio Sensitive to









? Dependent on metallicity.
These intensity ratios have been used in several works in the last 20 years [7,18,25,34,36–41] to
constrain the physical conditions within the BLR. The difference in critical density nc of SiIII] and CIII]
allowed for the definition of diagnostic intensity ratios such as CIII]/SiIII] and SiIII]/AlIII sensitive
to density [18,40]. In addition, the measurements in two intervals of radial velocity, one close to the
rest frame and one shifted to the blue (by several hundreds/1000 km s−1), suggest widely different
physical conditions: close to the rest frame, high density and low ionization; in the spectral range
shifted to the blue, high ionization and uncertain density.
The spectral diagnostics associated with the photoionization computations allowed for the
interpretation of several empirical trends along the quasar MS. For example, within the 1900 blend,
we observe a systematic decrease in the prominence of the CIII] line with respect to SiIII] and AlIII,
passing from spectra with broader lines and weak FeII to narrower lines and stronger FeII [42].
Sulentic and collaborators distinguished between Population A and B, where Population B includes
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the sources with broader lines (FWHM Hβ & 4000 km s−1 [5,43]). The two populations are separated
by a L/LEdd divide at ≈0.1–0.3. In Population B, we see evidence of higher ionization and a range
of densities [7]. Most Population A sources are characterized by moderate or strong FeII optical
emission and with evidence of low ionization (weak CIV HILs, save NV). The CIII] is weak, and
the density-sensitive diagnostics suggests high density (nH & 1011 cm−3). These constraints in turn
provide support particular dynamical and structural scenarios (e.g., [44]).
5.2. BLR Radius
The inversion of the equation defining the ionization parameter (Equation (3)) provides a measure
of the emitting region radius rBLR once the ionizing photon density i.e., the product UnH , is known.
The photon flux can be estimated with good precision from the combination of the diagnostic line
intensity ratios listed above: ideally, a pair of ratios such as AlIII/SiIII] (for density) and SiIV/SiIII]
(for ionization) should be sufficient, as the lines representing the observed values in the simulation
plane log U, log nH should cross at a single point. This has been shown to be the case, although, to
improve the reliability of the estimate, several line ratios are used [18,25,40]. The photoionization
method remains largely unapplied to date. However, with the increasing availability of high S/N
ratio spectra thanks to ongoing and forthcoming optical surveys, the method may find widespread
application up to relatively high redshifts, z . 4.
5.3. Diagnostic Ratios to Estimate Metallicity Content within the BLR














where κ = 1, 2 in the high and low density case, respectively. This means that hydrogen density
and Z are constant; the dominant parameter affecting the intensity ratios of the different lines is
electron temperature Te; and the ionic fractions can be converted to elemental abundances via an
ionic correction mainly dependent on the AGN spectral energy distribution. The ratios of collisionally
excited lines are expected to be very effective in the estimation of Z [45]. On the other hand, the
ratios involving HeIIλ1640 take advantage of the independence on Z of the HeIIλ1640 line. Figure 8
shows the clear dependence of the ratios CIV/HeIIλ1640 and SiIV+ OIV]λ1402/HeIIλ1640 on Z for a
wide range of ionization parameters. The HeII Lyα line at 304Å ionizes hydrogen atoms before being
scattered many times, so that scattering of HeII Lyα cannot sustain a population of electrons at the
level n = 2 of ionized helium (unlike the case of hydrogen, where Lyα is supposed to be scattered
ad infinitum). The HeIIλ1640 line is therefore produced almost exclusively by recombination, and
no collisional excitation from level n = 2 or radiative transfer effects are expected (unlike the case
of the H Balmer lines). The prediction of the HeIIλ1640 line follows, at least in principle, Case B of
recombination theory [3], and it is relatively simple once the electron temperature and the density are
known by assumption or computation. Use of HeIIλ1640 should yield robust Z estimates.
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Figure 8. Dependence of the ratios CIV/HeIIλ1640 and SiIV+ OIV]λ1402/HeIIλ1640 (in log) on Z
and U.
5.4. Feedback Effects of Accreting Black Holes
The line emissivity of a collisionally excited line per unit volume can be written as:
j = hνqijneni,
where ne is the electron density and nI the number density of the parent ionic species at the lower level





where ff is the filling factor of the emitting gas. The CIV line luminosity can be connected to the mass
of outflowing ionized gas Mionout and to the mass outflow rate at a distance r (1 pc,) which can be written,
if the flow is confined to a solid angle of Ω [46], as:








under the assumption of constant density (n9 is in units of 109 cm−3). The metallicity is scaled to 10Z,
appropriate for highly accreting quasars detected at high redshift [36,41,47,48]. The corresponding





2 ≈ 1.2× 1044L45v35000r−11 erg s
−1.
These relations are helpful to measure the dynamical properties of the outflow originating from
the accretion disk wind and escaping into the circumnuclear region of the host galaxy. The diagrams
of Figures 1 and 3 help to identify the region in the parameter space where the lines are expected
to be strong and collisionally excited. In the case of a quasar wind, U cannot be extremely high to
account for the cases in which CIV emission is very strong. The assumption of collisional excitation,
whenever appropriate, as the dominant excitation mechanism makes it easier to compute the wind
dynamical parameters for several emission lines.
It is also interesting to note that the IIL AlIII line, unlike the HILs considered here, is weak unless
density is relatively high and the ionization parameter low. The AlIII line, even if a resonance line,
is more efficiently emitted by the dense gas in the low ionization, virialized part of the BLR, and its
emission may not be strong in the quasar high ionization outflows. Broad absorption lines in AlIII are
detected, but much less frequently than for CIV [49]. The privileged emission in the low ionization,
virialized part of the BLR is consistent with the possibility of using the AlIII width as a viral broadening
estimator for high redshift quasars [50].
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5.5. Applications to Empirical Line Profile Modeling: Intensity Ratios of the Doublet Components
The issue of the intensity ratios of the doublet components is relevant to the spectral analysis
of high-z quasars or low-z type-1 AGNs observed from spaceborne observatories [51]. As the lines
originate from the transition between the same spectroscopic terms, we would expect that, in the
case of optically thin line emission, the ratio is equal to the ratio of the statistical weight of each
level, i.e., gj/gi = (2Jj + 1)/(2Ji + 1), implying a maximum ratio of two for the ratio between the
J = 32 and the J =
1









). The UV emission lines
emitted in conditions of moderate to high density and high Nc are never fully optically thin. At large
optical depths, collisional excitation dominates, and the doublet becomes thermalized: the lines of
the doublet should be of equal intensity. This second condition is also not fully realistic: we cannot









) is found to be ≈1.25 [52]. This corresponds to very high densities in the
CLOUDY simulation (Figure 9), supported by several lines of evidence for the low ionization part of the
BLR [7,53,54]. According to the photoionization simulations, a value of ≈1.3 could be appropriate for
both AlIII and SiIV.








) doublet components for SiIV (left panel)
and AlIII (right), as a function of U and nH, for solar metallicity.
5.6. Applications to Empirical Line Profile Modeling: The Case of OIV]λ1402
The four blends considered in this paper offer the main diagnostic tools for the physical condition
of the BLR emitting gas. In the past, insufficient data quality has often prevented the full exploitation
of the UV spectral data. More recently, the quasar MS has offered the possibility to consider each
quasar within a trend, which is fairly well defined empirically, but not yet fully connected to physical
parameters. In order to achieve this goal, the blends need to analyzed starting from considerations
on the physics of line formation. A discussion on the 1900 Å blend can be found in [41], on the 1550
CIV + HeIIλ1640 blend in [7], and on the NV + Lyα in [34,39]. Here, we focus on the analysis of the
OIV]λ1402 + SiIV blend, which has been widely used, in combination with other lines, as a Z estimator.
The OIV]λ1402 multiplet has been considered as a diagnostic of electron density and
temperature [55]. In the context of AGNs, OIV]λ1402 is severely blended with SiIV, and the width
of the emission lines makes it impossible to distinguish between their relative contributions. CLOUDY
includes five lines [56], corresponding to the transitions listed in Table 3.
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Table 3. OIV]λ1402 line identification.


























∗ Electronic configuration. ? Line wavelengths from [28].
We consider three different cases in terms of the ionization parameter. The first case (top panel of
Figure 10) corresponds to the high ionization solution derived for the emission expected from quasar
BLR outflows; the second case (middle panel of Figure 10) represents a higher ionization case; the
third case is the low ionization, high density case with the parameters expected for the virialized,
low ionization part of the BLR. The first case is the one where OIV]λ1402 emission is most efficient.
The third case, because of the nH much higher than the critical density of the OIV]λ1402 transitions,
implies very weak OIV]λ1402 emission (∼0.05 the intensity of Hβ). The point here is that, even if the
relative intensity of the components is affected by the different physical conditions, the profile of their
sum remains stable: the peak of emission occurs at 1402.25 ± 0.10 Å and the FWHM at ≈4720 km s−1
without any significant difference for the three cases. The λ1401 line, with a relatively high spontaneous
transition probability for an intercombination line (A ≈ 1470 s−1) and a large statistical weight within
the multiplet, remains the dominant contributor to the multiplet.
Figure 10. Composite OIV]λ1402 profile (thick line), with the individual components of the multiplet
as in Table 3, for three case of log U, lognH. The ordinate is OIV]λ1402 intensity normalized to Hβ
intensity. Individual line dispersion has been set at 9 Å, corresponding to an FWHM ≈ 4500 km s−1.
The density expected for the low ionization parts of the line emitting regions is ∼1012–1013 cm−3,
at least one order of magnitude above the OIV]λ1402 critical densities. Figure 11 shows that the
contribution of OIV]λ1402 to the emission from the low ionization part of the BLR (log U ∼ −2.5)
should be negligible, although the OIV]λ1402 line can be prominent with respect to Hβ at high
ionization (log U ∼ −0) even if log nH∼ 1012 cm−3.
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Figure 11. Decimal logarithm of the ratio between the total OIV]λ1402 multiplet emission and Hβ (left)
and the total doublet SiIVλ1397 emission (right), as a function of ionization parameter U and hydrogen
density nH.
6. Summary and Conclusions
The prominent “metal” emission lines observed in the UV spectrum of quasars can be accounted
for by collisional excitation over a wide range of physical conditions in density, the ionization parameter,
column density (Nc& 1022 cm−2), and metallicity. For example, this is true for the CIV line over the full
parameter range (U ∼ 10−4.5–10+1.0, hydrogen density nH∼107–1014 cm−3), at Z & 1Z. Connecting
the line intensity ratios to physical parameters requires knowledge of the ionic stage distribution for
each element, the consideration of possible differences in optical depth effects, etc. This is provided
by the comparison between the intensity predicted by the simulations and the observed UV line
intensities. Several helpful constraints can be obtained on the physical conditions of the line emitting
region, including density, ionization, and chemical composition. UV line ratios can provide an estimate
of the ionizing photon flux and hence a photoionization radius. Its estimate through UV lines directly
affected by the ionizing continuum overcomes some of the difficulties of the early photoionization
estimates of the BLR based on Balmer lines [57]. The photoionization radius is a key ingredient for
more accurate black hole mass estimates at high z. In addition, relying on the assumption of collisional
excitation permits relatively straightforward estimates of the parameters that are associated with the
quasar feedback and are believed to be extremely relevant for the quasar host galaxy evolution [58].
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Appendix A. Electron-Ion Collisions
Electron-ion collisions are expected to be the dominant contributor to the emission of optically
thick resonance lines. Collisions in a plasma with free electrons and positive ions could excite the ion
in initial state i to a higher state j. The excited state j decays by the emission of a photon hνij, producing
an emission line.
e− + X+ni → e




i + hνij (A1)
This mechanism is the dominant contributor to the emission of forbidden lines, although resonant
emission lines are also reputed to be predominantly emitted via collisional excitation, since the initial
state is the ground state.













where gi is the statistical weight of the lower level, Υij the effective collision strength, Te the electron














where the collision strength Ωij has been weighted over the distribution of electron energies, assumed to
be Maxwellian at a given electron temperature. The values of Υij were reported in [3,59] or in the
extensive database CHIANTI used in the photoionization calculations [60,61].
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